Equipment D6 / BioTech Industries Borg
Name: BioTech Industries Borg Construct Aj^6
Manufacturer: BioTech Industries
Model: Aj^6
Type: Cybernetic implant
Cost: 80,000 credits (surgery: 70,000 credits)
Cyber Points: 3
Effects:
Increases Computer Programming/Repair by 2D
Can receive 4 Knowledge Cartridges, which cost 500
Credits Each, and increase one Knowledge or Technical skill by 1D each. These cartridges can be
swapped out at any point, taking 1 combat round to change.
Integrated Commlink which allows user to think to communicate silently.
Description: The Borg Construct Aj^6 was a cybernetic implant produced by BioTech Industries prior to
the onset of the Galactic Civil War.
The Aj^6 was a sophisticated cyborg construct that allowed a being to become a cybernetic computer
interface liaison able to mentally control computer systems. The device was implanted against the skull,
and sent nanothreads into the brain to form a link between the biocomputer unit and the cyborg.
The Aj^6's cyborg computer was known to noticeably improve the intelligence of the wearer, enhancing
logic and reasoning capabilities. The cyborg could also analyse data at roughly twenty times the speed of
a non-cyborg computer operator.
The Aj^6's internal computer stored vast amounts of data, though additional information could be accrued
with the use of knowledge cartridges. These devices plugged into ports on the back of the Borg
Construct, and held data on virtually any subject. This allowed cyborgs to load and process data as and
when needed.
Despite the advantages of a Borg Construct, the Aj^6 came under criticism since it was seen to limit a
wearer's personality, and almost literally turned them into walking machines. This resulted in a lack of
face-to-face communication between a cyborg and other sentients, since their attentions were often
turned to central computers.
The Galactic Empire used the construct, and it was worn by the Rodian Tseebo of the Imperial
Information Office, who utilized the technology to steal Imperial data. The Imperial controller designated
LT-319 also wore the headset. Vice Chairman Anolo had his Givin codebreaker implanted with the
technology. The technology was also in use on Cloud City, by the aide of Baron Administrator Lando
Calrissian, Lobot.
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